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};;o s cow, US;:B.,
February 17,1957.

Dear Mr. Rogers

Tb_ notes you have dro1p-ed here and.
there are providing me .-ith a hint f ’here you
beengoing, and Nr. Brodie and Prof. Harper have
inadvertently added a fe,.r d ine,.,.i!s ritin about
oth.er matters. I should lik:e to be a]ong with you,
as a motor trio thou’h the Southest sound
inviting.

,_:.... to be s- enthusiastc
about my first article. As a matter of fact it .s rery
far from the type of thing I ho<:-e eventually to be
able t< prepare but it has done d<a< I }ant,d it has
acted as a test balloon }vhich mauy persons b.ere have
read and to whlch..any have suggesSted changes in form
and even in content m first art,,o when evemtuaily
is Chap,l of the general review which e ::,Immed last
sumer it should be in a more understand.ble and
more precise form.

Althgh it is still some months ahead
of the problem, it is not tao ear] to raise the ,.uestion
of June You are avare that usua]nv the Ins*ituto closes
in Na.y and with. that in mind i had hoped to be able to

’ th trip ea e ho through Siberia Te.is year for the
first time there are to be given Government exams one
each Soviet weeg for the five weeks in June,the 2ast
being Je :gth. t is not clear at the oresent
t.ime and will probably not be clear for montb.s t:, come
wh@her a fore_gnr weuld--be pernitted to ta.ke these examsh.e issue ha;s already oen. raase witm my D.rector,but he
does not 2-et sem to wish to express an opinion either
way.

It is expected that u e ’ will b
extremely comorehensivecovering material-::e have and have
mot.covered dur;ng the past three years. hether I could
pass them is a question although not decisive for rae as
if _Y have to pass well then somehow v ..can try,n-’,ay; The
insttu.te- is ivin.o: m.e a ctf anyway of the exams v have
ass "’ith. them. These additional ecams would only be
g"ons(at east im titles)"of courses already passed,

.thoy would have the added prestige of being Government
exams:. Weighing these considerations,y immediate reaction
isto try the,and ith that in"mind ! ’have gone ahead an.
started rais2ng the issue f taking them.

Departure from Noscow by Je fth obviously
rules out a trip home through the ar ,ast. The Besses suggest
that sutmer t.::avel out there is anything but pleasant. In addi.ti..m
! must think of ne:.t year. Should tbi.s be the last year,it



would be }orth v,-,hile to make the trip anyray in soite_ of
dust and h.eat and fleas. But if ! am to return I would no
more reach San Francisco than I mould have to rush across theco<tnent for a week th my family n@. sail back again.
That is not to my liking a.s I am not the hardy missionery
type who {oes off to the wilds and can c].ose his mind to
any memory or thought of ---. a_y r._o.,_. Career s terri] imp0 rant
to me but I never want-to et like a wizene up Professor
who has no friends bzt his books and his labmatory. I fee].
sure that you would., not su’-st. such._, a roram eth<ras, the
very. usefullness of a man don. mv. tp.
his contactability so that he can spread by word of mouth
what he has been learnns. Few people ever rea a printed
articleand abou al! t]oey do .s cause eoo]_ to thnk ou are
worhh ]isteninz to hen later you eet b.e, in conve-sation

?hen it comes to the question of another year,there
are several elements involved. First is as to the permission
to come back. our oriinal letter to Consul Gneral Toiokonsky
asked for three years. t a.s everywhere announced that this
was a three-year study. In vie: of that, fact crission ust
be raised as a new question vhen this e:_tension is asked, i
have already .ritten a memorandum to the Comm. of Foreign
Affairs, suggestin that there .might be a fourt year and asking
_,or their reactions I shall :_._o them robab in a mont.. or

Assumin, oermission coui.d. be ._.otten, m.v relations to
the Institute arise as the net question. As you ]o e spoke
of three years from the very start. Last sumpter you hinted at
a fourt year, and in our last letter you mention it definitely
You are undoubtedl aware that T am anxious not to be a oeroetuai
student., as many oersons no lauhin,]v call me Some ooortnti
of practice hav cropped up hich ou].d offer a pleasin variation
in the work. ]ost of all I should like to ork on in a line which
could lead to tecin as wellbuh T am e]]v aware that ,. know
nothing of teachinj and night b-e a huge failure at it. !n any
event this could be orked out if the occasion dman@ed. They
are items to be balanced aainst a fourth year.and the best route
will have to be cho:<;en -ith these factors in mind.

Not I-,st of ali I must refers, to mr_ resolution of c.ebacv
tken at your su;eion durance" my work with the Institute. Original-
it as easy for a comoarative]v, short period_ of three years, But
as the iar<<st sav"Ouantity chanes @ua!itv" and this is Dartic-
;I!Z tue %_en a four%h and peh{.;s moe yeas a.e added. Fo
a ood many -,ea> ma):ri<e is %he only eItion of this nature
I-care to contract. You ave been very much of a Father.. to me and
I feel sure that you can oe certa that any marriage of mine would
no be ,mmi%t,.o. %o inemSee i%h ok Those ho know me kno
%hat. h% always comes i. Whereas I m’h stave
for another year if I were to co:e back and start in in Americ.a
i s b_gh- ques%onab]e whet.he could oss]...< do i% when e%un
here. The nove!%y and %emendous diffioul%es of tb_e fis% wo



therr.e &os gone. here +/-s 2]-e7 o ti-ie ow o ;z of o
things. You-know ho, i hate to think even o.f becoming; a crotchety
old batchelor like any I kmow and soe we know in comron. 2,y
value so far as been! fee!,that ! a t0.e ]:ost hernial American
boy. People don’t want to iisten to a man who has a.n axe to
grind cr who,gives the ipression of being: wholly lost in his

work. He {ros old and dull be.fore his time. ith a]..] these

things in -rind, have con}e to the conclusion after,not sonths

but a year of thinking ov,:}:.r the -orob!em)at when my original
T- sho.uld at tpro<ise of three years are p, leas be free.

! should-iimediate!y marry is aother thing but I want to know

i can look arod.. Nov i never dare do.

! recall most vividly of all our conversations>that
concerning r. Bov.,man, and-the discussion he had with the A-erican
Ueora-phical Society as to being a]gpoint.-.d for life ahd guaranteed.
an income. Let there never be a ti;e when ! feel that any one
owes me a job. I s._ouid not want our Insttute to kee,. :e a
mon]ent longer than I a0 useful, i go .hen I am toldand. I ask

for nothing except your statenent that ! have. not disappointed
the institute in the vork ! have alr..:ady done. I want you and

your advisers to consider the .atter in the light of all that has
,.i.-now that I a only too willing to go on-beeh ra--sed, Yu :"

if that seems advisable,and ,]. plan for t}at if nothing is

Z’orthcoming from the InstitUte as to a change. But if the good
of the insti:tute derands thas youn.er single nen fill ny p!acet
am ready tom:orrow to steo dov_,although t never could give up

my interest in the futur$ o.f the-Institute and tb.e nen who it

ch:::,oses for its tasks.

V,zo ith whom. youUnfortateiv the Ass’t Director of

talked last ssrin has retre to ioo, after his health. I oresume

that it oes not affect tze policy o acceotin’ further stud.emt

fro: the Institute but. it eans that one h.o knows all a.but
zthara.m fro the rou who doit il! be ’"

Themarmest greetings to the Cranes with who you me

doubt no;w are, and a,,_ --our tri_,o bear_ oood

Greetings and good vzishes



John:

Nere in California I have-visited the iversity-of
allfornia, Le!and anford, aliforni Institute of
Teehnology .ver%y of outhern Calforna, nlverby
of Oalfornia, Lo An.les anh, nd Pomon College.
I -em %o have located one O to men of the ealibez-
want or %he !ns%itute.

At aevr of theIn-itutions I alkd ih Law Shool
offieial. !n each Ins%oe th m. w%ed to kno how
th. Law Institute s orgid, how t s%en%s are selected,
about the relation of te !ns%itute to he oouT)s, e%e.
0h qes%ons are, of -sourse, .elear yond my eomp-ete.noy
%o !swer. No doubt a de.tailed monograph on %he subJest woid
not only b welo.me, but uld have eonhder.abls infin
on thought here onrnlng legal edueation.

A dis%ngushed Ohinese whom ! met the other day said.-that
the way to understand the present hna s thro.h a study
of %he newly developing law and %hroug a tudy of the
Acsozdn tohm, all the majo solenoes are developing rapidly
in his co.try.

the Unlver.sty of Southern Oallfornia, I-met an amazingly
Ineremtlng person- rls D. Morkin. {e ws born nea

-erbug; te.n to Pre when yog; studied der
amk; a a pr-ofes-Or- In the Univerty there. For 12

Inema Art, etc. A Eood so.rt. AZrently .rlendly to U.S.S.R.

Had wo v.i.t, each of thr or fo days with r. and
Cr.ane,_ ho are very II d seem to he fully enjoying-theist
wlner at Pm rlngs.

am here in San Diego for a little visit witch "BOB, Scripps.
After one day n S Fruclsoo, I start eas ut ili not
re.ah the New York .o.ffloe for th..e or fo eekm am I pl.
to v.sit everal more educational emporls en route.

Cordial greetings,
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March I, 1937.

Dear r. Rogers;

Of all Articles in the Bill of Eights in
the new Constitution that granting the right to rest and
leisure draws most comment in the. daily press. New as it
is-in.world Constitutions it attracts attention, which is
increased by still another innovation in Constitutional
drafting--the statement of. the-mthod by which the right is
to be made a reality. In this case the section calls atten-
tion to the seven-hour day, ithe rest homes, and vacation with
pay.

For any one who has travelled in the Crimea
and the Caucasus the whole program of rest homes cannot be
merely a mass of statistics in Pravda. But that is only to
look at .the buildings and See the places, as a tourist. I had
to go to one be.fore I felt that I had really seen what. it all
meant. Only a short .,me ago the opportunity knocked w.hn a
friend included me on his ticket calling for a day in one of
the m.any rest homes in the pne woods near Moscow.

Out Of bed here in the city when it was
still dark, off .on-the" subWay to catch the-ight o,clock
electric commuters ’ grain, forty inutes ride in a car crow-
ded with-skiiers and skaters and we came to the little station
near the end of the line. Moist of our fellow passengers had
droppedoff at stops nearer town, so that we were nearly alone.

A brisk walki, on the rutted road through the
heavily laden giant pine tree-s brought us-in fifteen minutes
to the little huddle of houses which was to be our center for
the day. Other huddles had been passed a.lon the road into which
fellow car mates had turned. A loud speaker tuned in on the
Comintern station blared forth the rading of the morning’s
editorials in the city papers. It added the one touch of the
city we had left ehind. Following the welcoming sign pointing
to the administration building we filed in to be met by the mest
cordial secretary, much like those who preside over gathe-rings
up at Northfield conferences. Presenting our passes for which
we had paid ten rubles we were given a day card with four Slips
to be torn off for the three meals and tea.



ss (s)

Back again acro.ss the yard to the din.g hall
bui.lding,nestling-.low in the pines with the smoke. poing from
its kitchen pipe we burst in upon. another secretary who announ,ced
u.s!.t0 the. people who had already art+/-veal or. who had be.en staying
at the. home as a reward for. superioriwork ontheir factory
brigadeo Breakfast -.f .right. red.salted salmon, kasha cakes, and
coffee filled us up. before.we rushe.dout into .the yard andacross t:bhal yard. to" the r.ecreation building to. get -acquainted,
People we.re already pouring intothe ski hut to find a pair of
be.ts ad seine ski.. Feeling that we had beter...share inthe.m.u Before.-itmightbe too late we joined them, but were
told with a .rin that here at. least there wuuld be enough for
every one.

t.,. the time heavy, clothes were on a youn ski
instruct.r sg up and.asked who was. ready for the day s. run,
.Although .every one is Supposed to go as. part of the .program, one
-could .is.tay hhin,.. -e wer out to be, put. on our feet physic.lly,
so we took our place in the. l,e. and started off over the familiar
flat Ioscow countryside. oscow,s environs have few hills which
is a blessing for m:e who. fud cross-country rning, enough for
.my occasional winter jaunts

Through narrow little trails,up, and over. fallen
logs and under branches hanging low with snow we hurried, until
not a few. began to hope for a halt. Five minutes was all we got,
and then on down, toward a little village far in the distance.
The eight kilometer sign brought protest, and the nine rebellion,
so that we persuaded the iron man out front to turn back. Luckil;-.he
did,as it was lunch tim:e and two oclock before we panted into
our home; stretch. ,at appetites we had! The. borsch soup and
boiled potatoes:, stew, and the inevitable pink kiselle filled
us up until sleep alone was possible.

Lucky it was that e did want to sleep for that
was the next thing on th preramo By that t.imei-my friends had
become acquainted wit.h the most charming girls. .rand we were all
off to the recreation house to be given, a beach chair and the
opport.unity t.e sle.ep, I did succeed in dropping., of.f in spite of
the banter in. on.r.r.oom, but soon the. gramophone was going, and
the girls pulled us out for a-dance. Of caurse te thought, all
Americans were: Arthur urrays. L.e.tters tell..me -hat mst of my
former-Am.ei.can_ clas-smates ,.ar:e regular members of his dancing.
school now,. but my conservative Gl:ee Club one-step of the late
twenties ardly matches tN.e precise counted steps the Russians
have been 1.earing,



The bell for tea broke it all up,and we scrambled
for table places in the dining hall to sip our gla.S of clear
Russian tea and crackers, but that was Only an interim, for
back we went afterwards for more dancing and Some community
singing.. Soon it was seven and time to gobble supper of cutlets,
potatoes, pudding and tea before slipping along the road to
catch the electric train. To the tune of an accordian off in the
woods we caught the train and were soon back in the sub,lay
jeggling home. with that comfortabe feeling of having enjoyed
a really first class day. Life in a rest home was no longer
a mystery.

Greetings to you all,
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lIarch 2,957

HDN TEXAS TSE DISTRIBUTE EIGI FIVE TO ANY BUT RESTRICTED

LIST STOP SUDGEST YOU SOIETiMEB. PREPARER DETaiLED ,ONOGRAPH ON

PROCEDURE GREETIN(B

ROGERS

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE



ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS:
To guard against mistakes delays the sender of cable message should order it repeated, that is, telegraphed back to the originating office for

comparison. For this, one-half the unrepeated cable message rate is charged in addition. Unless otherwise indicated its face this is unrepeated
cable message and paid for such, in consideration whereof it is agreed between the sender of the message and this Company follows:

1. The Company shall not be liable for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for non-c]elivery, of any message received for transmis-
sion at the unrepeated-message rate beyond the of five hundred dollarsi for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for non-delivery,
of any message received for transmission at the repeated-message rate beyond the of five thousand dollars, unless specially valued; in any
for delays arising from unavoidable interruption in the worlg of its lines; for in cipher obscure messages.

2. In any event the Company shall not be liable for damages for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for the non-delivery, of any
message, whether caused by the negligence of its servants otherwise, beyond the of five thousand dollars, at which amount each message is deemed
to be valued, unless greater value is stated in writing by the sender thereof at the time the message is tendered for transmission, and unless the repeated-
message rate is paid agreed to be paid, and additional charge equal to one-tenth of per cent of the amount by which such valuation shall exceed
five thousand dollars.

3. The Company is hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward this message the lines of any other company when
necessary to reach its destination.

4. No responsibility attaches to this Company concerning messages until the accepted at of its transmitting offices; and if message
is sent to such office by of the Company’s messengers, he acts for that purpose the agent of the sender.

5. The Company will not be liable for damages statutory penalties in any where the claim is not presented in writing within sixty days after
the message is filed with the Company for transmission.

6. It is agreed that in any action by the Company to the tolls for any message messages the prompt and correct transmission and delivery
ehereof shall be presumed, subject to rebuttal by competent evidence.

7. Special terms governing the transmission of messages under the classes of messages enumerated below shall apply to messages in each of such
respective classes in addition to all the foregoing terms.

8. No employee of the Company is authorized to vary the foregoing. TH E WESTE RN U N ON TE LEGRAPH COMPANY

.:. R.B. WHITE, PRESIDENT

CLASSES OF CABLE SERVICE

FULL RATE

An expedited service throughout. Code language per-
mitted.

DEFERRED HALF-RATE

Half-rate messages are subiect to being deferred in favor of
full rate messages for not exceeding 24 hours. Must be written
in plain language.

CABLE NIGHT LETTERS

An overnight service for plain language communications, at
one-third the full rate, or less. Minimum of 25 words charged
for. Subject to delivery at the convenience of the Company
within 24 hours.

SHIP RADIOGRAMS

A service to and from ships at sea, in all parts of the world.
Plain language or code language may be used.
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MoscowUSSR
arch 13 1937

Dear Mro Rogers

Democracy is one-of the-key words
of the new Constitution. Few articles or talks fail
to corn.pare the democracy of the Soviet Union with that
in bourgeois countries. Comparisons range from des-
criptions of Tammany Hall methods in America t. ex-
planations of a more subtle influence in the. impreg-
nating of English workers with bourge.ois conceptions
and ideals. Soviet writers, point out that this pressure,
whether it be open or disguised,makes possible the
continuing in power of policies and officials rep-
resentative of the bourgeoisie alone. Statistics are
given to show that the factually unrepresented workers
outnumber these bourgeois elements. Soviet orators
explain that democracy in fact exists only within this
dictatorial bourgeois minority who rule the majority
composed of working and peasant masses.

In cotr.ast to such a state of affairs,
Soviet pamphlets-point to the dictatorship of the prol-
etariat as a dictatorship of the majority over the
minority. During the early revolutionary stage the min-
ority cannot hope for a democracy which will include them
even juridically if not factually. The only democracy can
be that within the working and p.easant masses, and within
the party which leads these masses as their t.eacher.

Even this democracy within the Party is
not always observed as is explained by this week’s direct-ve
from the Plenum of the Party. Although Party Rules hav
always called for election of Secretaries and Committees,
the new directive calls attention to the fact that this
rule has been very generally ignored. Zhdanov, Secretary
of the Leningrad Party Committee, goes furth.r in his speech
at the Plenum to give scores of specific instances of this
violation of democracy. The Party now demands that the
rules be obeyed, and that democracy be reinstituted in its
highest form--the secret ballot. The directive calls for
this correction of procedure as an essential forerunner to
true. democracy as provided for under the new Constitution.

This Constitution introduces throughout the
country the principle of secret voting and equal electoral
rights for all citizens.-There were sceptics who read these
provisions in. the .draft of last June wh have been waiting
to see what would be done to make these rights realities.



This week they begin to see an answer to their queries.
The directive of the Party now makes the first step by
reaching back to th heart of the whole electoral system,
into the organs which under the Constitution alone have
the right to nominate candidates for general elections to
Supreme Soviet and other governmental bodis.

Article 141 of the new Constitution provides that
candidates be put forward by various organizations, in-
cluding the Party, the Lenin Young Communist League, the
Trade Union, and other public organizations. Elections of
delegates to governmental bodies will take place on the
basis of these ists of nominees. The nhod in which these
organs might choose their nominees was left wholly un-
mentioned in th-e Constitution. Sceptics suggested that in
the method,s.of nomination lay the key to control and in
consequence the test of the measure of real democracy which
would exist. If voting on the organization’s nominee ere
to be by show of hands, it did not seem improbable that
candidates could be favorite sons. A review of the recent
Party directive may thr light on this vital point.

As has been pointed out the Plenum of the Party
now directs all Party groups to return to the observance of
Party rules from which many groups are reorted to have
strayed. Except for elections to the Central Committee no
elections have been secret within the Party, and.in many
cases there have not been even open elections for long
periods of time. As men and women were withdrawn from
Party Committees to be transferred to other regions for
special work, their places were not filled by by-elections,
but by appointment from above(cooption). This went so far
that many secretaries of Party Committees were never
elected, or if elected it amounted to little more than the
ratification of an appointment from above.

The directive points out that such a system permitted
the growth of intrigue in that deviationists could"pack"
lower committees without giving the run-of-the-line Party
members in these lower groups any chance to express their
owa opinion. It was found out later that the brake which
might well have served to keep out deviationist apointees
had been abolisho Previously the rank and file had proved
good judges of sincerity and orthodoxy of persons whom they
elected. Recent trials showed the extent of danger lurking
in the appointive system, when high officials ay fill
responsible positions with friends and in some cases accom-
plices.

In an extensive r,evelation of abuses the order
emphasizes the need for reinstituting frequent secret elections
within the Party. But it goes further in demanding that the



same principles be introduced in other organizations, the
Lenin Young Communist League, and the Trade Unions. In
this instruction lies a clue to the measure of democto come. If other elective positions are filled by the
secret ballot method, it seems most probable that non-
inees for general elections will also be chosen in this
way. Extensive democracy becomes more apparent as the
choise-of candidates is moon the basis of the secret
ballot.

Not without preliminarypreparation has this
order come. After the assassination of Kirov in Dcember,
1B34, the great Party cleaning began which was destined
to eliminate a goodly percentage of the membership.
After thee rial of the first Trotsky center of last
August further checking of docent s was carried out In
each case new revelations were made. Some disclosed per-
sns who had fraudulently acqred papers and Party cards
of members killed years ago in the civil wars A change
of domicil had served to cover up the whole false identity,
and only a rechecking with friends of the deceased mae
possible the disclosure. Now that the ranks are cleaned
and only trusted members remain the secret ballot may not
be ued as a tool of class enemies.

Party members tell of the changed feeling
already apparent as secretaries realize that they are now
wholly accotable to the members of their cell. Democracy
means democracy,and the secretary who has lorded it over
his comrades or who has fallen down on his job now knows
what will be his lot some time between now and the end of
ay when all Party elections must be completed. Even the
sceptics as to th future of democracy begin to say,".This
is going farther than. we expected.,’

After all that has been other letters I hardly
need remark that no Russian would ever suggest that this
move opens the way for a potential return to capitalism.
Democracy means democracy of the toilers. There is a major
premise. Marxists believe that no class revolution can be
brought about within limits of the ballot box. Democracy
in any state can be no more than democracy within the con-
fines of thm class society represented by the ruling class.
Marxists do not 10ok for the. evolution of a workers, state
by means of the ballot box bourgeois countries. That is
why they ridicule the Socialist Party as crying fruitlessly
in the dark. If evolution to another form of class society
is not possible in bourgeois statues, th Marxist sees no
reason why on should expect O 2me in the toilers’ state
an evolution back to bourgeois capitalism by the route of
the ballot box.

JNH



Charge to the account of. INSTXTUTE OF CURR 0RLD AIAXRS-522 Fifth Ave,
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’ch 15,1937

SARASGTA FLORIDA BEEN SITING BI ST URGE FD’RTH YEAR AND

STATE FVNATIONS PESSION OBTAINABLE STOP QUITE WILING

MODIFY OR ffAI RERIGTION WILL WRE SOON GREINGS

ROGERS

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE



ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS:
To guard against mistakes delays the sender of cable message should order it repeated, that is, telegraphed back to the originating office for

comparison. For this, one-half the unrepeated cable message rate is charged in addition. Unless otherwise indicated its face this is unrepeated
cable message and paid for such, in consideration whereof it is agreed between the sender of the message and this Company follows:

1. The Company shall not be liable for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for non-delivery, of any message received for transmis-
sion at the unrepeated-message rate beyond the of five hundred dollars; for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for non-delivery,
of any message received for transmission at the repeated-message rate beyond the of five thousand dollars, unless specially valued; in any case..
for delays arising from unavoidable interruption in the working of its lines; for in cipher obscure messages.

2. In any event the Company shall not be liable for damages for mistakes delays in the transmission delivery, for the non-delivery, of any
message, whether caused by the negligence of its servants otherwise, beyond the of five thousand dollars, at which amount each message is deemed
to be valued, unless greater value is stated in writing by the sender thereof at the time the message is tendered for transmission, and unless the repeated-
message rate is paid agreed to be paid, and additionaI. ,ge equal to one-tenth of per cent of the amount by which such valuation shall exceed
five thousand dollars.

3. The Company is hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward this message the lines of any other company when
necessary to reach its destination.

4. No responsibility attaches to this Company concerning messages until the accepted at of its transmitting otfices; and if message

is sent to such office by of the Company’s messengers, he acts for that purpose the agent of the sender.
5. The Company will not be liable for damages statutory penalties in any where the claim is not presented in writing within sixty days after

the message is filed with the Company for transmission.
6. It is agreed that in any action by the Company to the tolls for any message messages the prompt and correct transmission and delivery

thereof shall be presumed, subject to rebuttal by competent evidence.
7. Special terms governing the transmission of messages under the classes of messages enumerated below shall apply to messages in each of such

:espective classes in addition to all the foregoing terms.
8. No employee of the Company is authorized to vary the foregoing. THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY

INCORPORATED
R. B, WHITE, PRESIDENT

CLASSES OF CABLE SERVICE

FULL RATE

An expedited service throughout. Code language per-

mitted.

DEFERRED HALF-RATE
Half-rate messages are subject to being deferred in favor of

full rate messages for not exceeding 24 hours. Must be written

in plain language.

CABLE NIGHT LETTERS

An overnight service for plain language communications, at
one-third the full rate, or less. Minimum of 25 words charged
for. Subject to delivery at the convenience of the Company
within 24 hours.

SHIP RADIOGRAMS

A service to and from ships at sea, in all parts of the world.
Plain language or code language may be used.



March 15. / ? -Dear Ben;

Your New Years Card was a pleasant
reminder of home. any ths. And may I once
again apologize for making so many requests of
you for diaries etc. You certainly do fulfill
the orders well, for this five year diary with
the key was a beauty and just did the trick
for me.

I am goin.:Zi to soon start sending
home some books which I no longer need here,
but which X vant on that sideo It is very
incomvenient to carry them through Europe, and
he mail seems the best. I shall send them
by Registered Book post, and each package will
be numbered. Please if you can put them in some
corner were no one can bQrrow them or los
them as they are now mostly out of int and
irreplacble and invaluable to me. Let me kow
if any package fails to c6me so that I can
check at this end.

I have another rWquest for some of
my letters. Would you be good enough to send a
set starting from the beginning in Sept 1934 to
iiss Ruth Hardy,15 West 67th St.,iCEC, together
with a reprint of the Columbia Law eview article.
Also include her on the lst for new letters.
While I am on the subject of letters I begin to
worry lest some of the coies of the finst year
run out. Would you be goo enough to g-et One copy of
each letter I have vritten, including the typewritte
cpies of the first three !letters and put them aside
for me. If you can, I should appreciate your taking
them out to a bindery and getting them bound up--
one volume for each year here, and then I won’t lose
them. Blue fabricoid is my favorite color binding.
They can lable them on the back just LETTERS, J.NoH.,
and the years--1934-1935, and 1935-1936.

Sorry to bother you ag&in. Goodness knows
when this will stop. Greetings to you and many good
vishes for a pleasant spring.

Yours sincerely



JNH....WBR..Preliminary Memorandum

CORRECTING MISINTERPRETATIONS OF

SOVIET lAW

As early as November i, 193
I the first atta was aimed at

E. B. Pashukanis, Director of the Imstite of Soviet Organization and Law
of the A1mdemr of Sciences, Editor of the mgazine, S_0V?ts_k0e Gos_udartvo,
representative of the soviet union at the Internati0i coerenceo-n
criminal Law, author of basic textbooks on Soviet law, and generally accept-
ed as one of the most authoritative writers on principles of Soviet law.

Although at no point mentioning the association of Pashukanls
with the theory attacked, P. Yudln quoted many Mar theoreticians to
show a theory which all hew to be Pashukanis’s to be wholly wrong. Yudln
criticized the theory that the state as an organ of culsion had started
to die dlately after the revolution on November 7, 191 and would
continue to progressively become less important until it had wholly wither-
ed away. In his attack Yudin restated principles frequently reiterated in
Lenin, s State and Revolutlon2 defining the true method in which the state
would wir-awainriticized in general those who did not under-
stand that the state apparatus must be strengthened cotantly ding the
preliminary stae of socialism. No wltheri away can occur until people
have developed habits of order, and distribution has reached such a stage
that wants are satisfied.

Yudin needed to do little more than quote the oft-cited
words of Stalin at the i Party Congress3 pointing out that the dialectic
process of development of the state called for strengthening rather than
dying during the transitional period of socialism. Strengthening must now
take place until the state finds itself unnecessary like a hollow shell
without any further functions to perform.

Tudln’s attack aplmrently had little effect upon Pashukani@
career, for he continued to publish. In the same Journal as that in which
Yudin had made the original exposure Pashukanis wrote in a manner which has
since been characterized as showing that he had forgotten nothing and had
not learned from corrections previously levelled at him.

I. See P. Yudin, Sotslalizm i Gosudarstvo (Socialism and
the State) (1936) B2!yi_k, No. 21, Nov. i, !936, at p. 26

2. "The state y die completely when society has put into
pra-ctice the rule: ’from each according to his ability, to ea according
to his needs’, i.e. when people are so accustd to observing the basic
rules of livi together,and when their work is so productive,that they
will voluntarily toil according to their ability." See V.I.Lenin,Sate_n
Revo!ution, VII Selected Works (Moscow, Eng.ed.,1955-3) 88. ,We are in favor of the state dying out and at the sam
time we stand for the strengthenin of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
which represents the most powerful and mighty authority of all forms of
state which have existed up to the present day. The highest possible develop-
ment of the power of the state, with the object of preparing the conditions



for the dying out of the state:that is the Marxist formula. Xs it ’contra-
dictor’? Yes, it is ’contraitorp’. But this otradictio is a living
thin d coletely reflects rxist dialectics., See 2 . Stalin,
Leniism (Mosco, en.d.,l 8.. See E. Pashukis, Sovetskoe Sotsilisticheskoe Pravo (Siet
Socialist w) (193S)!Syik, No.22, Nov. 25,193, at p. 20

Pashnls was apEonted on November I, 193 as Vice Coissar
of Justice of the U.S.S.R. d delegated to t division which was to
draft a wholly new set of codes In accordance with the date of he
Stalin Constltuion He d bec a candidate for election to the
cae of Sciences and was red to ve dmuch to do in the prelimlna
work co,coted wih the draft of the new Constltuion.

january 20th mrked the first open attack on Pashukanis because
of his harmful theorles,when Pravda7 published Yudin’s commentary on the
magazine Sovetskoe_s_arstH.---’-Tis time most of the attacks were
directed agais PaShiS"by name. He was openly.criticized for his
theory of the progressive dying away of the state. He was also critlclsed
for the errorsof those who wote articles in his magazin Some of these
articles had sgeSed hat an ect ime might be set for this dying away
of the state, ly at the end of the Second Five Year Plan, i.e 1938.
Back in November udin had ridiculed any such attemp at prophesy,pointi
out that Lenin had said that the process must be lengthy and that no date
could be set.8

Pashukanis was even attacked for a theory which he had discarded
beck in 1930 under pressure. In the ,20’ s he had expressed the idea that
all law arose from the relations of the market place, as an outgr0wh of the
need for contl of exchange and trade. His critics had asked how such a
position could be tamable unless one were to deny that siaveholding society
and feudalism had law, for exchange and the rket plaCe achieved their
greatest development only later under capitalism. 0 hen was trade and
exchange the ief characteristic of society, Such a restricted interpre-
tation of the source of law was pointed out as harmful to the further develop-
ment of law inthe Soviet Union, for what futtue could there be for law in a
socialist state where capitalist trade relations no longer were to continue?

The basic asstion of Pashukanis as to the source of law in the
mrket place had led to his other theo that law started to wither away from
the date of the revolution and would probably disappear at the end of the
Second Five Year Plan which had been announced as being the date for the
arrival of socialism. The logic was clear; nce law is a tool to regulate
private trade of a capitalist nature, it will no longer be needed when
socialist methods of trade and exchange replace the old types.

To withdraw from this theory which was so severely attacked in
1930 Pashukanis published another pamphletl0 in which he admitted his error
and renoced his theory, This retraction does not seem sincere to critics
of today who find Pashmis even today clinging to the theory of the dying
out of the state staing from the first day of the revolution. These critics
find that no one could hold to this theo if he had really discarded the one
in which it-has its root.



5. Order. f the Presldi of the Central Executive Co,tree of the
U.S.S.R., see (1936) Izvesti, No. 266 (6123), Nov. 17, 1936 at p. I

6. This new provision first appeared in the law of July 20,1936,
_Sobr. Zak_. i._sp__S_._,_.,1936, I, No. 40, Art. 338, Sec. 3. It appears
’as --i 14--(u) o h-- ’Staiin Constitut ion.

7. See P. Yudin, Protiv Putanitsy, Poshlosti i Revizloni (Against
Confusion, Platitudes, and Revisionism), (1937) Pravda, No. 20
Jan. 20,1937 at p. 4

8. See V. I Lenin, 0p.cit.supra,note 2 at 88

9. See E. Pashukani, 0bshehaya Teoi sudarsva i rava (Mosa1929)
(The Geral Theo of the State d of

i0. Za ukso -LeninsyU Teori sudarstva i Prava (Moskva, 1931)
(For a Mari<niis----heo"Bf:"eStat-e :d"La)

Still another error was found in Pashukanis’s method of thinking.
He was found not to be a dialectic-materialist. Tudin went to the root of
the evil in laying Pashukanis’s inability to think correctly to the poor ,
philosoohical training which had been going on in the Soviet Union. PravaAA
published his demand that philosophy and its higJest form, dialectic materialism,
be taught in a more efficient way.

This error of Pashukanis amounted to the following. He had over-
looked the principle of MarXian dialectics that "quantity ahanges quality".
These words are only a tag to label a whole process of thought, basic in the
philosophy of diaieetic materialism. To explain them I use the classic
example of the dollar bill. When a dollar bill is in the hands of a single
person it serves only as a means of satisfying the property demand of that
person in a very limited form. But increase the quantity to five m/ilion.
They are not merely the means of satisfying a property demand five million
times as large as in the first situation. They are much more since they are
now the source of control and power out of all relation to the mere numerical
increase represented. Increase in quantity has changed the very quality or
nature of the thing involved. To be sure the form is in a restricted sense
that of dollar bills in large multiples, but in a broader sense the form of
the whole has changed with the increase in numbers because the five milliom
nv smount to a method of control of society, a tool by which power to govern
may be grasped or manipulated.

Pashukanis saw that many features of Soviet Law were the same as
those in bourgeois systems. He compared the 1923 Civil Code of the R.S.F.S.R.
with the Swiss Civil Code and found them in many articles identical. He ex-
plained the use of these outwardly similar forms by saying that the "substance"
was all-important and that the -form- was =material.

As early as the Fourteenth Party Congress (1928) Stalin had
criticized Sokolnikov for a similar misunderstanding of the concept of -form-.
He pointed out that -form" itself chamges after t is taken over by there-
letariat and used in the struggle for socialsm. Stalin oted LeninI who
had compared the State Bank with the old Tsarist Imerlal State Bank and showed
how different they were, even in form, although eaen was called a State Bank.



ii. See M. Mitin and P. Yudin, 0 Fi!isofskom 0brazovanii v S.S.S.R.
(Philosophical Education in the U.S.S.R.) (1937) r_Y_. No. 55 (7021),
Feb. 25, 1937, at pp. 2-3

12. "e point is not that trade and the money system an methods of
’capitalist economy’. The point is that the socialist elements of our
economy, struggling with capitalist elements seize these methods and tools
of the bourgeoisic for the purpose of overcoming the capitalist elements;
that these socialist 1ts use them with success against capitalism,use
them with success for building the socialist foundation of o economics.
The point is, therefore, that thanks to the dialectics of our development,
the functions and the designation of these instruments of the bourgeoisie
are changed fundntally, in principle; they are changed for the use of
socialism to the damage of capitalism." See J. Stalin, Politicheskii Otchet
.s: .... XiV.S’ezdu ,_K._P_.B (Moskva,1933 i (The Politioa:eport-he:
cntrai o-0ittee t0the0ngress of the All-Union Commtmist Party(bolshevEks))

13. See V.I.Lenin,Sochinenye,Vol. i p. 260 Works to be sure both
were banks, but only in. Substance had changed in that one served
capitalism, while the new one seed socialism; but form also had changed
since the new had not oy e fction of safeguarding funds and giving
credits, but these credits had to be given in accordance with the require-
ments of the plan. .The new State ba en had a fction never before
known in seNing as a central accounting control organ for the whole of
socialized economy. Lenin criticized any ’one who could not see that here
even the fo had changed.

Pashukanis has made the same error in the field of law. He has
failed to understand dialectically that form_ must change as law is taken
over by the proletariat and turned to its uses. His critics point out that
this is not mere danger in theory but a very real danger, for given a con-
tinuation of bourgeois forms, there mnst be a continuation of bourgeois
substance as well. A socialist state administering bourgeois law is like
a Parisian merchant keeping an aristocrat in his home as a servant. Any
day this servant may provide one of the links by which a Louis XVIII may
sa,eep back into power.

Should one smile at this tempest over theories Soviet Jurists will
point to the harmful practical effect Pashukanis’s theories have had on the
development of Soviet law.

Civil Law

In thefield of Civil Law his influence was marked. Believing that
the state was slowly withering away as socialism became predominant, he
advocated the departure from the teaching of civil law. He thought it was
only a law regulating relations of men under the trading conditions of capital-
ism, and as such no longer of importance as the last remnants of capitalism
disappeared. His influence was felt in that the course in civil law given
in the then egal Faculty of the oscow University was abolished, and in its
plat? was substituted a course delegated to the study of Economlc-administrative
Law (i,voePrao} This was a field of law needed to regulate the
forma%iOn, 0pion, d lquidatlon of government corporations, the
which directed them, and the Commissariats of which they all were a

was a law defining the machinery of government. Regulation of the relations



between individuals were relegated to a few hours at the end of the course
and given apologetically as a survival still necessary became capitalist
relationships had not as yet been whoily liquidatedo

three-volume workI on Soviet Civil Law was named soviet Economic.admlnis---
trative Law. It appeared under the Joint names of Pashukanis and L. Gintsberg,
who was soon after appointed Sovie Tde Representative in Paris. A shorter
eose for use in outl law schools was similarly labeiled,i6

14..ES_ S_0skogo.._Qz.$veogo_Pava (pod.red. L. Gintsberga
i E. PashukanS-a,-0S--l3-Vi I)V0i-, 2-0f-this e course appeared
later in I5 der the editorship of Mii! Dotsenko, foyer member of the
Institute Red Professors and criticized in the sa breath as Pashnls
by Yudin in his aIcle, ci...ra,note 1. th books ve n bBen th-
dra fm clralatlon.

15. P. I. ueh, Ks Sqvet.skogq.Gra;zhdanskogo rava, (3 vols.--
2nd ed. Moskva, 1931) Stuchka Wa’l’0n-dC0S=6Usic fiiowlng the
left Soelalist Revolutiona Steinberg, who was withdrawn from the position
ve shortly after taking

ese books had not long appeared when the Stakhanov movement swept
into being. Property of a new type, the result of earnings and not of trade
and spelation became a pressi reality. The people who were cquiring it
proved to be those on whom the governt looked most hopefully to raise the
ievl of production to the point needed for socialism and eventual communism.
They were the heroes of the eount, and the success of the movement demanded
that their property relations be reslated and their property interests be
protected. The result was an attack upon the theories eressed in the
Gimtsberg-Pashukamls book. Interestingly ough the atta was levelled
only at Gintsberg, and no mention was rode Pashukanis. The atta was led
by Professor Gregory iteatrov who pointed out that now civil law was ef
the utmost Importance.IV

Iteatrov had been the Professor who, together with Stuchka,
had given the old course in civil law in the Moscow University. Since then
he had continued to lecture in the cose on Enomic-admlnistrative aw as
given in the Moscc Law instlte, which in the interim had become the success-
or to the Legal Faulty of the Moscow Uaiversity. He caled for a reappraisal
of civil law in the light of new conditions. His demands were soon to be well
supported, for with the appearance of the draft Constitution i June i93, there
were fod any sections dewing with rightsso personal propsrty, to savings,
and to the protection of personal interests.A

See B.M.Rublns%eo Khozyalstvenoe Prave (skva,1935

17, Prof. iteatrov’s first attack was in his Review Lecture in
Ecnc-dministztive Law given Jan. 10,1936 at the Moscow Law Institute.
Nothing was printed until Amfiteatrov’s article on the same subject in (193}
o_wets_koe .sda+/-rstvp, No. 4 p. 84 at 90.



18. Art. ? (second part) -"ery collective farm household, in addition
to its basic income from public collective enterprise, has for its own use a
plot of nd attached to the house and, as personal property, an ailiary
establishment on the plot, a house, produce animals and poetry, and minor
agricultural implements --in accordance with the statutes of the agricultal
ariel."

Art.10 -"The right of personal property of citizens in their income
from work and in their savings, in their dwelling houses and auxiliary house-
hold economy, their domestic furnite and utensils and objects of personal
use and comfort, as well as the right of inheritance of personal property of
citizens, are protected by law.

That civil law has come back was evidenced in the reming of the
law course "Civil and Economic-Administrative Law". Text books have come
out in new editionsbearlng19thisname. It has been emphasized that
civil law and the rights of individuals must take precedence in the teaching
of the course and the writing of future texts. Pashukanls was now blamed for
the former error, since he headed and controlled the Institute of Soviet
Organization and Law in which the various faculties of the Law Institute
held their discussions and received their inspiration.

Pashukanis’s the0nrY of the progressive dying of the state was
reflected in the proJectTor anew criminal code. These appeared annually
from 1930 to 1935, and although not adopted, their influence was large on
the teaching of criminal law and on the application by the courts of an old
code which they thought destined soon to be changed. These projects called
for the elimination of the so-called "dosage" system,by which each section
of the 192 Criminal Code had provided for a certain upper and lower limit
of punishment within which the court might use its discretion. Pashukamis,s
projects called for a code which did no more than define types of dangerous
acts an left punishment wholly to the discretion of the court in each case.
No more upper limits should be declared since they were relics of the old
’eye for an eye’ principle of revenge which he thought not in keeping with a
theory of criminal law based upon social defense. He failed to see that count-
less variations in the punishment for the same type of act would result in
confusion and lack of confidence in the courts. Social defense demanded
similarity of application,and that was possibl only when the various imes
were not 0nly defined, but definite punishments prescribed.

Pashukais’s projects even went so far as to leave out any discussion
of the difference between acts committed with criminal intent,with criminal
negligence,and without negligence at all. This elimination of the danger of
these different types led to weird decisions in People’s Courts. One in Leningrad
even missed the point entirely of an act. Two actors were engaged in a stage
duel. The pistol with its blank exploded nearer the head of one of them than
was usual. His kl was blown in on the brain and death resulted. Without any
examination of -the state of the ,the court found the crime of -causing
death through megligenee"(Art.139 Crim.Code. The court did not even apparently
know that there was a difference in the degree of negligence depending on whether
it amounted to criminal negligence or not. On appeal the case was reversed a.d
the appellant, released, since expert evidence shced that the deceased’s
was ten times thinner than was usual and that no one could have known that it
would collapse when subjected to such a minor explosion. The case is pointe
to as evidence of the harmful practical results of the mistaken emphasis Df
Pashukanis on the task of necessity of teachingthe various elements of crime.



20. For summary of projects,see N. Kryienko, Proekt Ugolovnogo Kodeksa
Soyuza S.S.R., I Problemy 0golovnoi Politlk (Moskva,lg35) 3-25 (Problems of
Criminal I Policy}

Pashukanis’s subordlnate,_rofessor Zin Grishin, had published the
authoritative text book on Labor Law expressing the view that Labor Law
applied only to workers and clerks, but not to collective farmers, who were
in fact not employed laborers but part cmers in the cooperative agricultural
artel. He failed to distinguish between abor Law and the Labor Code. He
should have said that Labor Law applied to workers, clerks, iniBai peasants,
ad collective farmers, but that for convenience of administration the Code of
Labor Laws applied only to workers and clerks, while peasants and collective
farmers were governed by the Land Code and the model charter of the /gricultura!
Artel. The error might have seemed only acadic, had it not led to the article
of ]of. N. Alexandrov, writing in Sovetskoe Godarstvo for December, 193_

Alexandrov drew the conclusion that if we assume that Labor Law
applies only to workers and clerks, then Chap. X of the new Constitution which
contains many provisions on Labor Law should apply only to workers and clerks.
Such an interptOm.L would have deprived peasants and collective farmers of
the benefits of the Constitution’s guarantees of work, of leisure and of rest.
Both Grishin’s ma1or asstion and Alexandrov’s resulting conclusion have been
roundly attacked.

lternational Law

Pashis had come to be the chief spokesman for the Soviet Union
in the field of International Law. His book, "Outline of International Law"24
was a vigorous attack on Professor Eugene A. Korovlne whose books had made him
since the revolution the best known international jurist in the Soviet Union.

Professor Korovine’s books had formed the basis for the only
review of Soviet inclples and practice . Soviet International Law yet to
appear in EnglishE. His books had been translated into German and Japanese
and published in the respective countries. Korovine had expressed the theory
that form changed with substance and in consequence the International Law used
by the Soviet Union in its relations with bourgeois states was a new ’Inter-
national Law of the Transitional Period’. He pointed to the innovations intro-
duced by Soviet practice: the abolition of ranks in the diplomatic service as
between .Ambassadors and Ministers; the accrediting abroad of Trade Delegations
with full rights of diplomatic immunity; the refusal to recognize capitulations
as subject to protection in International Law; espousal of a definition of
aggression and anti-aggression pacts.

Korovine found that although the fo had been taken from
practice of bourgeois states, when used by the proletariat and the proletarian
state in the struggle with bourgeois states, the resulting law was in essence
a wholly new form of International Law.



Pashukanis in attacking these theories of Korovine denied any such
development of a new form of International Law. He saw only the old forms
used now as a tool of the proletariat. The Trade Delegation and the Soviet
’Polpred’ he considered as little more than new appendages on a great body
of law which ramained unchanged.

On this point Pashnis is now attacked for failing to grasp the
essence of dlalectieal change in the form. It is a change resulting from
the person who is now using the law, who had himself been changed from a
bourgeois ruler to the proletarian class.

Up to the present time the approach has been one of criticism of
Pashukanis’s theories. No attempt bms as yet been de to outline what the
future course will be, a of necessity the change will not be swift. Un-
doubtedly it will not be fully known until the new Codes are published, and
at present that is not believed to be possible before the end of the year if
then.

21. See Zin Grishin,soNgtSk2dpF0e.Pr.V (Moskva,936) (Soviet
Labor law).

22. idem,p.30

23. Grishln was attacked by Leontev, 0b 0dnol Vreduol Teorll (0n
Dangerous Theory) (1937) PraFd, No. 57 (7023), Feb. 2,1937 at p. 4.
Alexandrov was attacked b/udi in 0P., cit, supra, note I.

24. E. Pashukanls, .C.2.p0.Mgzhda00lr (Moskva 1935)

25. Medrodn...Pravo PsreogoVreni (Moskva,1924)
InternationaiW the Trsit0n Peri )- -d ,.Fenoe..Mezhduro
ub!ichnrav. (Mosa-Leninad, 1926 (Couteoraintertioi Pyubii6

w)-,-Recnihe ote a review of Taracouzio’s bki ats to a
restatement of Sovi et theorles, See X ardwReF2 (1936) 1392

March 18,1937.



JNH...WSR..90 (Personal)

ioscow,USSR.,
March 25,1937.

Dear r. Rogers;

Professor itchell Franklin’ s article
on Edward Livingston came as a pleasant surprise for
to reasons; it is evidence of the fact that in some
American Law Schools there is appearing a liberal an-
alysis of the character and functions of law, and it
shows that our own American tradition has turned out
men who were willing and capable, to put liberal ideas
into practice.

I was most pleased to read the quotation
from ir. Justice Holmes’s Common Law in which the Justice
analyzes the interrelation between ’form" and "substance".
/ay back in 1881 he apparently pointed out how a new
society takes forms from the old, fills them with a
substance, and in so doing in fact creates a wholly new
form. It is this very point which Pashukanis failed to
grasp and for which he is now being criticized. But I
have ritten fully of that in another place and will not
expand at this point. I should like to know whether Ir.
Justice Holmes was a dialectician because he studied Hegel
and arx or merely because he was observant and able to
analyze what was going on around him.

Of particular interest to one who works in
a code country are the remarks on the use of codes instead
of precedent, and the advantages of the application of codes
analogically. This latter process is constantly observable
here, and it does differ from our ov method of elaboration
of codes by court decisions, which then take on all the
sacredness of the principles of .stae ..ec_i.s.is. The Supreme
Courts of the USSR and RSFSR from tie to time issue instructions
on the method in gmich the code should be applied, many of?
these instructions amounting to writing in a new section of
the code for nearly analogous cases. A case in point is the
expansion of Art. 593 of the Criminal.Code on banditism to
cover any murder comitted in a particularly violent way
even though cow,mitred by only one person. But these are only
instructions, based undoubtedly on practice and specific cases,
but nevertheless-issued not aspca court decision but as an
instruction. Perhaps by doing this there is avoided any
possibility of a resurgence of principles of stare decisis,for
an administrative order can never be credited with sacredness,
and in consequence is more easily changed when needs require.

Professor Franklin’s treatment of practice and
theory raises some questions in connection with my own paper
on Soviet Law. I there said that theories are changed as



90 (2)

practice shows them inadequate. This is essentially what
Prof. Franklin also says. I am criticized for belittling
theories of socialism and communism, which are pointed
out as unchanging. Only minor theories change, and then
wholly in keeping with the major theory of which they are
only a temporary offshoot. Thus inheritance during the
NEP and up to the Stalin Constitution was eplained on
the theory of temporary social insurance to exist only
so long as government social insurance b-enefits were not
adequate to care for widows and orphans. With the Stalin
Constitution(Art. i0) inheritance is declared a right of
personal property. In consequence inheritance can no longer
be considered as a temporary means of social insurance. The
theory on whi,ch it is explained has changed from social
insurance to a right inherent in the rht to own personal
property.

Some people might say that the whole theory had
changed. To be sure the explanation of the retention of
inheritance under socialism has changed, but this is
entirely in keeping with the original theory of the devel-
opment of the state through socialism to co#n,unism. During
the first stage ,hen capitalist property still existed a@
represented by private ownership in the means of production,
no inheritance could be permitted as a right inherent in
.private property, for that would permit the continuing of
capitalist elements and the continuing of support for these
elements. In consequence the right was at first abolished
and then reinstituted temporarily to provide for a need not
yet me by Social insurance. But now all capitalist property
is liquidated. No one but the craftsman onas means of production,
and his ar of a nature too small to matter. In contrast
workers have in m cases amassed large amounts of property
as a result of their om toil. It is personal property entirely
in keeping withthe principles of socialism, and it must be
protected since those who earn it are the ones on whom th
further development of socialism rests. They are the ones
increasing production to such a lvel that counism can be
more than a utopia. Protection of these rights while the .orker
lives is not enough. He must be certain that property he ,earns
will beneit his children, .for only then can t-he incentive
to work a-nd earn continue beyond the point whre immediate
prsonal needs are satisfied. Ths inheritance of personal
property becomes a right guaranteed in the Constitution, and
any idea of inheritance as social insurance is unnecessary.

Here is the poblem--how to explain this change of
theory ithin the confines of a theory which never chanes,the
theory On which the arxian guides his pDogram for the dev-
.elopment of the state through socialism to communism. We may
have to coin a new word for thsories witW]a theory, so that
the big basic theory is not belittled when we talk of theory
changing with practice.



I am very anxious to hear about the men you found
to come over next year. lay I suggest that you take them down
to Washington at your and their earliest convenience to talk
it over with the people in the Soviet bassy, Visas have
been coming slower this year according to all reports, and
I think it would be very wise to get the whole affair in
the hopper as soon as possible if they are not to be held in
New York next fall.

I have talked informally with Habicht about findhg
rooms for them. ’,/e are agreed that it is going to be practically
impossible to duplicate my luck. The reconstruction of oscow
has resulted in the tearing dona of many buildings and the
temporary crowding of those that remain. I do not know of any
rooms around now at all. Habicht feels that Intourist is not
interested in caring for students except in special cases. You
would be -,ise to talk over the matter of student’s quarters
in hotels or elsewhere when you are in Washington. Prof. Harper
thought there might be a sort of dormitory, but I have never
heard a word about it since.

Mr. Davies tells me that ro Crane is coming over
in June. Is that so, or only a possibility? I did not realize
that you and r. Crane both knew r.. Davi.es I only found it
out just shortl before he sailed back to the States. He was
indeed cordial in talking with me and sho.wed unusual interest
in Soviet law.

Spring should be hee as Easter is around the
corner. But we still have cold wet weather and dark skies. The
only one who bemoans the passing of winter is rof. Robinson
who came too lat:e to enjoy it. me and his wife seem to be
enjoying their visit. Joe Barnes is a great addition to the
colony, for he is a very charming fellow, and one who is
well informed on all the issues involved in this picture. Duranty
leaves tomorrow as enny me. has back. No doubt you will see
him soon again yourself.

All good wishes for the spring, and may you have
time to write me about the new men and their plans.

Yours sincerely

JNH


